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Protesters rally for federally owned lands

Courtney Anderson
Montana Kaimin
About 50 Missoula residents
took a bus to Helena on Saturday and rallied in front of the
Capitol with picket signs reading, “Keep greedy hands off
our public lands.”
Buses also from Billings,
Bozeman, Butte and Great Falls
brought people to protest federal lands being managed by
the state.
Julie Ellison, a member of
the Montana Wilderness Association, said she protested
the possible transfer because
she wanted the land to remain
open for everyone.
“I just feel passionately that
if we start turning our federal
lands over to the state that we
eventually will end up losing
them,” Ellison said. “I want to
protect my childrens’ heritage
and the wonderful public lands
that we can all enjoy.”
About eight University of
Montana students and 12 Montana State University students
joined the rally.
Zoe Leake, a UM freshman
who attended, said she came to
the University for its outdoor
opportunities. She said Montana's public lands are what
make the state special for many
people.

Montana Kaimin

Courtney Anderson/Montana Kaimin
Students Skyler Schuyler (left), Bryson Allen, Patrick Fawley and Zoe Leake spent their Saturday in Helena to
show their support for public lands.

“I think it would be ridiculous to see them gone," Leake
said.
Camouflage jackets, raincoats, Chacos and cowboy
boots were abundant in the
crowd of 300 who stood in the
rain to protest and listen to motivational speakers.
Sen. Jon Tester, former Mon-

tana Secretary of State Bob
Brown and Nature Conservancy Land Protection Specialist Mary Tuckerman-Hollow
spoke about the importance of
maintaining public lands under federal control.
Those against the transfer
say if federal public lands are
transferred to state ownership,

the state’s budget could not
manage all of the public lands,
and some of that land could be
sold to the highest bidder.
“I can tell you that highest
bidder wouldn't be any of us,”
Tester said. "’No trespassing'
signs would go up, our favorite
fishing holes would be blocked
See PROTEST, page 4

Pollner professor warns of digital surveillance era
Montana Kaimin
Award-winning journalist
William Glaberson delivered
the UM School of Journalism’s
annual T. Anthony Pollner Lecture to a full house in the UC
Ballroom Monday night.
Glaberson spoke of the lack
of privacy in the world today
and how it has changed journalism.
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“The digital universe we all
live in has perfected so many
ways of watching all of us,” he
said.
With new technology and
government intelligence, our
day-to-day dealings are no longer private, he said.
“Search terms can be like an
X-ray of your thoughts,” Glaberson said, explaining that
things like Google searches,
text messages and emails are

among the ways intelligence
agencies tap into a person's personal information.
He said leakers of information are no longer protected
by anonymity, because government tracking destroys the
privacy of these documented
conversations.
Glaberson, the 2014 T. Anthony Pollner Professor, spent
26 years at the New York Times,
where he received the Daniel

Pearl Investigative Award, as
well as several Pulitzer Prize
nominations for his work.
The Pollner professorship,
created in memory of a UM
journalism alum who died in
an accident shortly after graduation, allows the School of Journalism to bring a renowned
journalist to campus for a semester to teach a course, advise
the Montana Kaimin staff and
give a lecture.
See LECTURE, page 5
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With daredevil slackliners,
urban Robin Hood and a gang
of scooter-riding delinquents
tormenting campus all in the
same weekend (see Police Blotter, page 3) it’s hard to believe
campus safety found time for a
department name change.
The former Office of Public
Safety changed its name to the
University of Montana Police
Department (UMPD) at the beginning of the semester.
Officers said the old name
created confusion about the
role of the department and the
credentials of its staff.
Under the title of Public
Safety, many people didn’t understand the University was
protected by a police department, said UMPD Captain Ben
Gladwin.
Gladwin has been in law
enforcement in Missoula for
14 years, including 11 at UM
where he started as a patrol officer.
He said students have asked
him if he worked on campus
because he was “trying to become a real cop” or if he “was
still in the academy.” One student’s mother even asked for
her case to be turned over to
the “real cops” at the Missoula
Police Department.
UMPD Chief Marty Ludemann, whose former title was
The University of Montana Director of Public Safety/Chief of
Police, said UMPD is no different than any other police department.
“We went to the same academy,” Ludemann said. We have
the same authority. We have
earned the right to hold that
title.”
See POLICE, page 8
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By James Alan Rolph

Conventional wisdom says it is always a bad idea to get into an argument. This idea is well vetted on the Internet (don’t feed the trolls),
but extends to almost all social settings. Yet arguments on Facebook
and in classes are a common fixture of college life, as they should be.
A well-composed argument is a positive thing that can educate
both participants even if their positions change little. But a war of
words can become like a bag of angry squirrels without thoughtfulness from both parties.
There are three major parts to arguments. There is a claim about
how things are now, a claim linking something to an effect on the
status quo and a claim about how this change will impact the future.
Each of these parts needs its own warrants and evidence. Any one of
the main parts might be messed up, but most often it’s the warrants
that are messed up.
All arguments are not created equal. Bill claims that global warming is false because he has lived in Montana his whole life and it is
really damn cold here. Linda responds by pointing out that, with all
respect to Bill’s personal meteorological analysis, an enormous preponderance of data shows that global warming is in fact happening
(I like a woman with dependable sources). Bill then fires back that his
opinion is his opinion so Linda should respect it.
Belay that order, Linda. The fact that you have a preponderance
of warrants supporting your position makes your argument better.
Bill’s argument is bad and he should feel bad. Respect the man, but
eviscerate his arguments.
Remember that this is a double-edged sword, though. If you feel
strongly about something, but you can’t be bothered to learn the appropriate logic and arguments to defend it, you will find yourself
pinioned and embarrassed as Bill builds an alternate universe where
CO2 emissions spontaneously manifest as polar bears and ice caps.
This problem becomes even more obvious when one side chooses
not to argue. Then Bill is just waxing poetic about Exxon Mobil while
you are busy trying to remember why he is wrong (It was pretty cold
last year…).
This becomes more of a problem when religion and politics are key
components. There is a classic value judgment that occurs when people arguing are forced to value principal or personal relationships. Is it
wrong to debate with grandmother at her birthday party? What if she
tells you about the “Muslim plan to breed America out of existence?”
This is a line we must all draw for ourselves. I prefer to maintain
constant tension and raw feelings with all my friends and family, but
even when an argument is not worth it, there should be a habit of
considering what was said and how valid it is.
The bottom line is that opinions need warrants. If there are no warrants, then the opinion is dumb. It’s as simple as that. Even opinions
that reflect facts are dumb if the person wielding them doesn’t know
the reasoning behind them.
UM has many resources for learning about how to understand
and use arguments. I learned what I know about argument analysis
through the UM Debate Team (also called COMM 312).
Get educated about argumentation. Learn the arguments surrounding your most personally important topics… then kick ass.
james.rolph.umontana.edu
@jrolph

The Montana Kaimin, in
its 116th year, is published
by the students of the
University of Montana, Missoula.
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assumes no control over
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The Montana Kaimin is
printed on campus by
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How do you feel about the library
potentially charging a flat rate of $215
for textbooks?

Michael Hervey

Maddie Covey

Nick Potratz

Grad Student, School Counseling

Sophomore, Athletic Training

Grad Student, Political Science

“Teachers should keep
books in the library for
students to have. I do
think this plan would
save students money and
would be beneficial.”

“I’m a medical major and I
pay a lot more than that for
books, about $600. So it’d be
a good deal for me, but I can
see how some people could
get screwed by that plan.”

“I guess for me
personally, as a graduate,
we don’t buy a lot of
books, so something like
that probably wouldn’t
increase my expenses.”

T

he University is not doing
enough to support the Native American Studies department. From scaling back class
options to native languages disappearing from the program, the
opportunity for the department to
educate UM students is waning.
Native American students are
the largest ethnic group on campus,
yet the NAS department receives
the least amount of funding.That’s
part of the reason why Fredericka
Hunter, former director of American Indian Student Services, resigned last February.
Hunter cited lack of administrative support, staff and resources for
her resignation. After five years of
working at the University, she didn’t
feel like she was part of the decision
making process for Native American students.
As reported in the Kaimin last
week, Intro to Native American
Studies classes have suffered since
budget cuts have only allowed
room for 630 students this semester.
The number dropped significantly from 2008, when 1,033 students
were able to enroll in the classes.
Fewer openings in the introduc-

EDITORIAL

A question of cultural importance
tion classes means many students
won’t receive the opportunity to
learn the basics of indigenous cultures. This could hurt the entire
program since introduction classes
are a gateway for acquiring more
NAS majors.
Along with chopping sections
this semester, NAS had to cut the
only two elementary Blackfoot
language classes after the sudden
resignation of professor Annabelle
Chatsis. The department formed a
committee to bring back the classes
next year, which have been offered
since 2009.
Without one official Native
American language class, the University is lacking a vital, and obvious, part of what should be the NAS
program.
Even when it was offered, students who took Elementary Blackfoot in years past had to petition for
the classes to count for the general
education requirement. This sends
the message that learning languag-

editor@montanakaimin.com

got news for you. Please send any news tips, ideas
GOT NEWS? We’ve
and press releases to EDITOR@MONTANAKAIMIN.COM.
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es such as French and Spanish is
more worthy than a language that’s
spoken by native Montanans.
The NAS department is trying
to make the Blackfoot language
classes count for the University’s foreign language requirement. But this
raises another issue: Why would
a language that’s been spoken in
Montana for hundreds of years be
considered a foreign language?
The Blackfoot language class
should be under the category of a
native language and meet the general education requirements of the
University.
Just because the University is
home to the beautiful Payne Family Native American Center doesn’t
mean they’ve given enough financial or educational support to the
program and its students. A nice
building doesn’t make a University
more diversity friendly, especially if
there are no people or classes to fill
the place.
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POLICE BLOTTER

Jessie Mazur

Montana Kaimin

Sept. 23

TARGET PRACTICE
A caller reported a man
dressed in camouflage shooting
arrows into a tree at the University Villages. The responding
officer determined the man had
proper equipment and was not
at risk of hitting anyone.

Sept. 25

STILL WAITING ON THE
RAPTURE
Officers were unable to locate a man on the Kim Williams Trail who was reportedly
yelling “God not existing!” and
things about a rapture.

Sept. 26

PLAYGROUND PRANKSTER
Children at a University Village playground called 911 to re-

port another child was stuck in
a tree. The kid was apparently
only pretending to be stuck. Officers let him off with a warning.
Sept. 26

UDASH CAUGHT DASHING
A caller advised police a
UDash bus had run a red light
at the corner of Arthur and
Beckwith. Officers spoke with
another bus driver who said he
knew the reported driver. He
agreed to pass on a warning.

CIRCUS ON CAMPUS
A faculty member reported
students at Craig Hall slacklining approximately 30 feet off the
ground. Officers determined
the students had proper safety
gear and allowed them to continue after they agreed to accept
responsibility for any injury.
The students moved to the Lom-

masson Center where another
caller reported them slacklining
15 feet off the ground. The responding officers did not interfere.

GANG ACTIVITY
A caller reported three kids
on scooters riding around the
first floor of the UC. The caller
asked them to leave, but they refused.
Sept. 27

ANOTHER UM STUDENT
REPORTED MISSING
A concerned mother asked
police to check on her son who
she had not heard from in four
days. A resident assistant reported seeing the student recently. Officers requested the
student call his mom.
jessica.mazur@umontana.edu
@JessieMazur
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Committe looks for
larger student voice
Brea Gaudioso
Montana Kaimin
UM's
energy-reduction
fund committee is pushing
for more student involvement.
The committee, which allocates the Kless Revolving Energy Loan Fund (KRELF), has
decided to switch from a university committee to a committee made up of members
from the Associated Students
of the University of Montana.
Chris Olsen, a graduate
student on the committee,
said the changes were made to
ensure a larger student voice.
After all, he said, the money
in the fund is financed by the
student sustainability fee,.
“It will feel like more of a
student committee, which is
what KRELF was always designed to be,” he said.
Last Friday, in its first
meeting of the semester,
KRELF discussed plans for
the semester along with ideas
for new bylaws, which Olsen
said will be written before the
next meeting on Oct. 17.
Olsen said he hopes the bylaws will bring the number of

students on the committee to
seven.
The committee currently has four student members
and four faculty staff.
Tom Javins, faculty member and last year's chair of
the committee, said because
KRELF funds are student
funds, the students should
have more control of how the
money is used.
“This was the only student
fee that did not have ASUM
oversight,” he said.
Committee member Peregrine Frissell has been involved with KRELF for over
a year and said he is excited
to hear more from peers in the
committee.
“Under the new bylaws,
the students should either be
all the voting members or at
least the majority of the voting members,” Frissell said.
Olsen said with the growing number of student seats,
the committee is actively
searching for more students
to apply.
breanna.gaudioso@umontana.edu
@breagaudioso
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BEARS

Rising bear encounters create need for education

Conrad Scheid
Montana Kaimin
A black bear browsing
through trash cans in the Lower
Rattlesnake surprised University of Montana senior Sven Arneson in September 2013. He and
his then-girlfriend stepped off
their bikes and started making
noises at the creature to coax it
off the road.
“We scared it away into our
neighbor’s tree,” Arneson said.
The run-in was the second
for Arneson since he moved to
a house near the intersection of
Holly and Van Buren.
This summer, a hiker from
Texas shot a bear he encountered
on a trail in Glacier National
Park.
A bear killed researcher
Adam Stewart earlier this month
while he was camping alone in
the Wyoming backcountry. Authorities are awaiting DNA test

results to determine whether the
killer was a grizzly or black bear.
Such encounters are largelydue to the recovery of bear populations across the United States.
Like wolves, bears were historically seen as threats to livestock
and the safety of loved ones.
Bears were hunted out of much
of their natural habitats, just like
the canines.
Now, recovery plans have
created a steady return toward
pre-settlement numbers.
“There’s three times as many
grizzly bears in the lower 48
than there were in 1981,” said
Chris Servheen, who’s been coordinating U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s recovery strategy in
the contiguous U.S. for the last 28
years.
Another reason for increased
encounters is bears' return to
their historic habitats. “They’ve
more than doubled their range,”
Servheen said.
As bears make their way
down from forests and back into
populated areas, Servheen and
others are working to educate
their human neighbors.
“How they behave, how they
should store their food — these
are the things we teach people to
keep them safe,” he said.
The
biggest
problem,
Servheen said, is land development that leads to garbage and
other human-produced food
sources. When a bear starts dining on rotten leftovers, garden
remnants or backyard chickens,
it becomes a regular habit.
Along with habituated bears
— those that aren't afraid of
humans — “food-conditioned”
bears are the kind that worry
Servheen and others.
“There’s by-and-large less

PROTEST
From page 1
fishing holes would be blocked
off, our favorite places to go hiking or backpacking and hunting."
Tester and Brown signed the
Sportsman’s Pledge, a vow to protect public lands.
“Our treasure places must be
there for our grandkids, and it
starts with keeping our public
lands public,” Tester said.
Last spring, the Montana Senate and House of Representatives
requested a study on the management of federal lands. The
Environmental Quality Council
released a 68-page draft report on
the federal management of lands
this September.

Illustration by
James Alan Rolph

food-conditioned bears than
there were 30 years ago,” he said.
Alongside government programs like Servheen’s, groups
such as the Great Bear Foundation, a Missoula nonprofit that
organizes volunteer orchard
gleaning and helps landowners
pay for electric fencing around
vulnerable livestock, are working to prevent human-bear encounters.
But that’s only part of the
story. When people visit natural bear habitat, Servheen says
preparation and alertness are
their best tools to avoid a grisly
end.
A sticker Servheen’s team
posted at trailheads in bear
country lists five pieces of ad-

vice: Be alert, make noise, carry
bear spray, avoid hiking alone
and don’t run.
But even following all the
common precautions won’t keep
you safe in the wrong situation.
“When it comes to bear behavior and confrontation, you don’t
always know what’s going on,”
said Chuck Bartlebaugh, founder of the Center for Wildlife Information. “A very dominant
bear with a fresh kill — he or she
doesn’t care about bear spray.”
Bartlebaugh thinks media
treatment of bears as objects of
entertainment has led to a dangerous sense of complacency.
He points to videos of animal
handlers feeding and wrestling
bears on morning talk shows as

evidence.
“We’re not informing the
public in a way that’s beneficial,” he said.
This complacency leads to
more habituated and food-conditioned bears, warns Bartlebaugh. That means more danger when you encounter a bear,
since it’s impossible to tell how
afraid it is. Bartlebaugh says
bears have different personalities and preferences they’ve
learned by experience. But he
says there’s one common motivator for all bears — and quite
a few humans.
“What they want most is to
be left alone.”

The EQC reported federal
agencies manage over 29 percent
of the land in Montana, or 27.4
million acres.
State senator Jennifer Fielder,
who sponsored the resolution for
the EQC report, said she supports
keeping public lands in public
hands. The transfer of federal
lands to the state doesn't necessarily mean they would be sold
and no longer made public, she
said.
"I just think that Montanans
can do a better job managing the
lands than Washington D.C. can,"
Fielder said. "We can easily put
provisions in place to ensure that
the public lands remain public."
Bradley Maxon Hamlett, a

state senator from Cascade, said
he is open to both sides of the argument. He explained that those
who are for state ownership of
the public lands believe the state
can manage the land better than
the federal government.
“There’s tremendous pressure on legislators to keep access
open,” Hamlett said. “I have not
taken one side or the other, but I
just think there is going to be a
discussion. This isn’t going away,
and we need to explore the possibilities.”
Land Tawney, coordinator of
the rally and executive director
of Backcountry Hunters and Anglers, said it’s not a partisan issue,
but a concern for all Montanans.

Tawney said the rally aimed to
show the number of supporters
and motivate those at the rally to
continue the dialogue about public lands.
“I’m a fifth-generation Montanan, and I didn’t grow up on
a ranch in Montana, but I have
the biggest backyard because of
our public lands,” Tawney said.
“Public land really is a uniting
issue because of how it resonates
with so many different constituencies.”
The Montana Wildlife Federation, Montana Wilderness Association and Backcountry Hunters
and Anglers organized the rally.

conrad.scheid@umontana.edu
@c_rscheid

courtney.anderson@umontana.edu
@courtneytown42
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MEAT

Missoulians learn to butcher roadkill

Cavan Williams
Montana Kaimin
Montanans may be used
to the sight of dead animals
on the sides of highways, but
they may be shocked to see
people butchering and loading roadkill into cars.
This special kind of harvest was promoted Sunday at
the Missoula Urban Demonstration
center’s
roadkill
butchering class. MUD board
member Chris Moyles helped
with the butchering demonstration, and said the class
was a great way to promote
local food.
“It's just sort of a good, simple way to locally source your
food,” Moyles said.
Last year, Montana passed
a salvage law that allows people to get a permit to keep
the remains of animals cars
accidentally hit. This law applies to deer, elk, antelope and
moose.
Masala food cart owner
Theo Smith led the butchering instruction. Smith is a
board member for the MUD
project and has played a role
in starting several restaurants

in town. Smith admitted to
butchering roadkilled deer
in the past, however not for
restaurant use.
Using several tools — including a bone saw, cleaver
and several knives — Smith
broke down and de-boned a
sheep carcass donated for the
class.
Smith pointed out what to
avoid when butchering a roadkilled animal, noting that the
trauma from a speeding car
can result in bloodshot meat
and ruptured organs, both of
which can lead to spoiled or
poor-tasting meat.
Smith also advised not to
try and butcher meat during
the summer. Late fall and
winter are the best times of
the year because cool weather
keeps meat fresh, he said.
Using a bone saw, Smith
cut the carcass in half to make
it more manageable to strip
the meat.
The butchering students
had cellphone cameras and
notebooks out, recording all
the details of processing their
own meat.
Jane Philips lives in the
Rattlesnake and has wanted

Cavan Williams/Montana Kaimin
Theo Smith reaches into the body cavity of a sheep, feeling for the proper spot to make his incision. Smith plans
on cutting the sheep in half, as part of a process referred to as “breaking down the carcass.”

to know how to process an
animal for some time. Philips
has seen several animals
killed by cars in her neighborhood and wants the skills to
process them.
“I’ve already seen like two

deer killed in front of my
house, and I was like, ‘that’s
food,’” Philips said.
The class was Philips' first
time taking an MUD course,
but the project welcomes all
newcomers.

cavan.williams@umontana.edu
@caveman894

LECTURE
From page 1
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PHOTO

Fireworks erupt over the Griz statue during Homecoming weekend 2014.

“I’m a little embarrassed,”
Philips said. “This is an awesome thing that I’ve always
been a little interested in. But
it’s taken a roadkill workshop
to get me here.”

Evan Zimmer/for the Montana Kaimin

During his years at the Times,
he covered the Guantanamo terror courts, the Unabomber trial
and the Bush v. Gore election,
among other things.
In Glaberson’s lecture, he
spoke of a new era of technology,
the Snowden era.
This era, he said, has compromised the integrity of journalists
and their ability to keep sources
anonymous.
“If you think about it, our
promise as reporters to our
sources is not just that we will not
speak their names," Glaberson
said. “If we lead officials to them
in emails or phone calls or however, why would the next source
want to work with us?”
He did not leave the audience
with an answer or a solution to
this problem, but instead with the
sobering reality that the world
we live in has changed and that
journalists’ ability to keep information private has changed, too.
“Now, because of the digital record we all leave, it’s much
more difficult to keep those secrets,” he said.

breanna.gaudioso@umontana.edu
@breagaudioso
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GRIZ

Kolby Kickingwoman
For the Montana Kaimin

FOOTBALL
In the Big Sky Conference
opener, the University of
Montana Grizzlies (3-2, 1-0
BSC) erupted for 28 first-quarter points en route to a 38-13
Homecoming win over the
Northern Colorado Bears (1-3,
0-1 BSC).
Montana scored the first
points of the game on a nineyard pass from senior quarterback Jordan Johnson to junior
wide receiver Jamaal Jones after recovering a blocked punt.
Johnson threw his second
touchdown pass of the day

less than five minutes later, a
41-yard dish to redshirt freshman Ryan Burke.
But the Griz were only getting started.
On the ensuing defensive
possession, senior defensive
end Zach Wagenmann forced
a turnover after sacking UNC
quarterback Jonathan Newsom to get the ball back to a
hot Grizzly offense.
Sixteen seconds later, UM
increased its lead to 21-0 after a monster 71-yard run by
senior running back Travon
Van. Van finished the game
with nine carries for 127 yards
rushing and a touchdown.
Newsom put the Bears
on the board after a 74-yard
touchdown run of his own
made it 21-7, but that’s as close
as UNC would get.
Johnson finished the game
11-of-20 for 181 yards passing
with three touchdowns and
an interception; while adding
24 yards rushing and a touchdown on five carries.
Montana heads back to
North Dakota this week for a
BSC match-up with the University of North Dakota.

SOCCER
Griz soccer won both of
their matches over the weekend to start conference play
undefeated and bring their record to 6-5-0.
In the first game, Montana
handed the Weber State Wildcats their fifth straight loss in
a 1-0 victory.
Freshman Hallie Widner
netted her third goal of the
season in the 19th minute off
an assist from senior Chloe
Torres.
In their second match on
Sunday, Widner scored twice
more and freshman Maddy
Emerick hit her first collegiate
goal as UM beat the Idaho
State Bengals 3-1.
Widner opened the scoring
in the eighth minute, but the
Bengals tied it up 10 minutes
later with a goal of their own.
Emerick broke the tie late in
the first half off an assist from
redshirt sophomore Savannah
Witt to put Montana up 2-1 at
halftime.
Widner added a goal in the
77th minute for the final score

Jordan Purinton/Montana Kaimin
Senior quarterback Jordan Johnson gets dragged down out of bounds after scrambling for a first down Saturday
afternoon. The Montana Grizzlies opened Big Sky Conference play with a win, taking advantage of 28 first-quarter
points, to beat Northern Colorado 38-13 at Washington-Grizzly Stadium.

of the game. Montana took
five less corner kicks for the
game, but outshot ISU 15-12.
Norman finished the game
with seven saves.
The Griz hit the road this
week to take on Sacramento State Friday and Portland
State on Sunday.

VOLLEYBALL
After
going
winless
through non-conference play,
the University of Montana
volleyball team won its second
straight match after rallying
from two sets down to beat
Montana State in Bozeman
Saturday night.
The Griz (2-12, 2-0 BSC)
erased an early two set deficit
to obtain the victory — 16-25,
21-25, 25-18, 25-22, 15-12 over
the Bobcats (3-11, 0-2 BSC).
After winning the third set,
Montana had a big 10-2 run in
the fourth to send the match
to a deciding, winner-take-all
fifth set.
Sophomore Claire McCown
took over in the finale. She recorded five of her 12 kills in
the fifth set, including four
kills to pull away from MSU
after they tied the score at
nine.

UM returns home this
weekend to host its first BSC
matches of the season against
the University of North Dakota and Northern Colorado.

SOFTBALL
In their home debut, the
Montana Griz softball team
went 2-0, beating North Idaho
College and Carroll College
Sunday.
Playing their games at the
Frenchtown softball complex
while their own facilities are

being built, UM downed NIC
11-1 in the first game of the
double-header.
Freshman Lexie Brenneis
started the game strong for
the Griz, blasting a grandslam to put her team up 4-0.
UM added five more runs in
the third and fourth innings
to essentially put the game out
of reach.
The second game played
tighter for Montana.
Carroll took a 3-1 lead in
the top of the third inning before pitcher Carli Riordan was
sent back to the mound. Riordan allowed one run and kept
the Griz in the game.
Montana rallied back and
tied the game at 4-4 entering the sixth-inning. Freshman Delene Colburn then
hit what turned out to be the
game-winning home run, giving the Griz the 6-4 win.
Montana plays another
home double-header next Saturday, facing Columbia Basin
and Williston State in Frenchtown.
kolby.kickingwoman@umontana.edu
@KDKW_406
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Rugby negotiates
new field location
Kolby Kickingwoman
For the Montana Kaimin
With the construction of
the new softball complex underway, the intramural fields
at South Campus may feel bit
more crowded in the future.
The University's athletics department, Campus Recreation
and the Missoula Jesters rugby
club met last week to negotiate
where the team will practice
and play since construction cut
off part of the Jesters’ field.
Campus Recreation uses the
South Campus fields for intramural sports ranging from lacrosse to soccer and rugby to
hurling.
The South Campus fields are
divided into thirds: the North
third (where rugby plays now),
the middle third and the South
third. While the softball complex obstructs the width of the
rugby field, it does not affect
the length.
The plan is to extend the
middle third field to meet rugby pitch regulations, according
to Brian Fruit of Campus Recreation.
“The middle third had plenty of width, but it didn’t have
quite the length we needed,”
Fruit said, “so we came up
with the idea of extending that
field East toward the residence
halls.”
Grounds workers are now
laying down sod so it can seed
during the winter, before any
competitions take place on it in
the spring.
Shane St. Onge, president of
the Jesters, said the athletics de-

partment will also help fundraise for new collapsible goal
posts for the rugby squad.
St. Onge thought the meeting went well and believes miscommunication was the biggest
reason for any misunderstanding between the two sides.
“Rugby was just kind of left
out of the loop for a while,” St.
Onge said, “but as the summer went on, there was more
interaction and we came to an
agreement."
Until the field meets regulations, the Jesters rugby club
is practicing on the Missoula
Maggots field located at Fort
Missoula. They've also rented
the pitch for matches this fall.
With so many sports using
the South Campus fields, Fruit
said it will be a collaborative
effort among the clubs to avoid
conflict.
"The sports clubs are good
about keeping tabs on each other and communicating what
their goals are for tournament
weekends," Fruit said.
It's not an ideal situation,
but both men believe it can be
worked around for now.
St. Onge is now focusing on
building off his club's recent
years of success. He's glad they
won’t be held back by not having a regulation field.
“Our rugby program is
planning on joining a new collegiate league next year,” St.
Onge said. “so we’re going to
utilize the space we have and
continue to progress as a team.”

SPORTS
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Evan Frost/Montana Kaimin
The UM Jesters Rugby Club practice non-contact drills at the South Campus fields, the site of the future University softball stadium.
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Evan Frost/Montana Kaimin
Officer Thomas “TJ” Johnson (left) and Police Chief Marty Ludemann are part of the newly renamed University of Montana Police Department, formerly the Office of Public Safety. “The name
change was intended to avoid confusion,” Ludemann said.

POLICE
From page 1
Like any police department, UMPD is open 24/7. The
14-person department is a fully
functioning law enforcement
office with patrol officers, detectives and dispatchers.
This is not UM security’s
first effort at rebranding.
Roughly 40 years ago, campus safety was in the hands
of a group of security guards
called University Security,
Gladwin said.
When a new law required
campus security officers to
attend police academy, University Security became the
University of Montana Police
Department.
Under the administration
of former University President
George Dennison, UMPD was
changed to the Office of Public

The Kaimin assumes no responsibility
for advertisements which are placed in
the Kiosk. We urge all readers to use
their best judgement and investigate
fully any offers of employment, investment or related topics before paying
out any money.

HELP WANTED
Msla Co Pub Schools hiring
full-time bookkeeper. Visit www.
mcpsmt.org for application
instructions, job requirements,
and job description. EEOC

montanakaimin

Office Staff

Safety. Gladwin said the former administration opposed
the word “police” because it
was too militaristic.
Ludemann, who took over
as head of the department in
January, proposed changing
the name back to UMPD at
the beginning of the semester.
He said University President
Royce Engstrom and Vice President of Administration Mike
Reid were very supportive.
Dean of Students Rhondie
Voorhees works closely with
the UMPD and is happy with
the name change.
“It accurately reflects who
they are as a police department and the roles they play,”
Voorhees said.
Voorhees handles student
conduct code violations. She
said the majority of referrals
come from the UM police.
She has been impressed

with the philosophy and attitude of the department under
the leadership of Ludemann.
“Marty has a good understanding of how to hold students accountable, but he also
realizes that this is an educational environment,” she said.
Voorhees said she has seen
UM officers spend time with
students outside of their duties
to ask how they feel or help
them understand the impact
of their actions.
Ludemann said he thinks of
campus as a small town.
The Missoula Police Department is responsible for more
than 68,000 residents. With a
population of only 15,000 to
watch over, he said UMPD has
a unique opportunity to be
involved with the community
they protect.
“We understand the dynamic of campus life,” Lude-

kiosk
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SERVICES
PC and Apple Repair
Free Diagnosis Blocks from
Campus www.firstsolution.com
(406) 540-1969

TODAY IN HISTORY
On this day in 1955, James Dean
died at the age of 24. Dean,
along with his mechanic, was
driving his Porsche 550 Spyder,
nicknamed “Little Bastard”

mann said.
He said officers try to follow through with students and
can often refer them to helpful

RATES
Student/Faculty/Staff
$1.80 per 5-word line/day
Off Campus
$2.00 per 5-word line/day

to a car race in Salinas, CA.
Unfortunately they never made
it, a 23 year old collage student
crashed head-on with Dean
and his passenger. James Dean
was taken to Paso Robles War

campus resources.
“My goal is to create a culture of safety,” he said.
jessica.mazur@umontana.edu
@JessieMazur

The Kiosk runs 4 days per week.
Prepayment is required. Ads may be
placed at DAH 207 or via FAX: 2435475, email: ads@montanakaimin.com
or call 243-6541.
Lost and found ads may be placed in
the Kiosk free of charge. They can be 3
lines long and run for 3 days.

Memorial Hospital, where he
was pronounced dead at 5:59
pm. The other two individuals
involved survived and no
charges were ever filed.
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